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Recent Adoptions!

Stellos, Huck, Danny,
Onyx, Maui, Fitz,

Patches, Maki, Destiny,
Mimi 2, Jaguar, Luna 2,
Edgar, Charlie, Gilligan,
Alice, Benjamin, Olivia,

Lovey & MaryAnn,
Professor, Pepper,

Blackberry & Chocolate
Chip, Sinatra, Opal, Meg

& Harold, Franklin,
Palmer, Sandy, Minnow,
Seymour, Milo, Churro &
Naked Chalupa, Nacho

Fry, Henley, Cheesy
Gordita & Roxanne, Tara,

Bobbin & Quesarito!

Thank you so much to all our
adoption counselors! Your
hours of showing cats and
processing applications has

really paid off in July!

Upcoming Events:

August 12th

PATN at Norwalk Library
More Info: Cissy@pawsct.org

August 18th

Clear the Shelters

August 26th

Four Legged 4K

Adopted: Kenny!

“Patches is doing great! It took her a few hours to adjust but
by the same night she was comfortable enough to sleep next to

me. She’s a sweet cat who loves to play and is so vocal.”
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http://www.pawsct.org/


       Adopted: Bobbin & Quesarito!                  Jaguar making friends!

Jaguar, Spike, & Jasmine all adopted from Paws and all doing great!
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Cats are like potato chips...
You can never have just one!



            Adopted: Tara!      Already right at home!

Shelter Buddy is the new shelter management software that we are all learning to work with. 
One great thing it does is create cage cards with a photo and info, which saves me so much 
time over hand writing each one! It's reporting features will soon replace the manually 
updated Cat Roster, and it's great at reminding us when vaccines and exams are due. 
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Have you recently been hearing the words 
SHELTER BUDDY, possibly followed by

cursing and/or yelling? What does it mean?!



             Adopted: Benjamin! Maui Doing Great!

  (His brother Franklin was adopted by the 
         same family who took Bongo)!

Taylor Continues to Make Progress!

“Taylor is a wonderful boy! He was on the cat tower
yesterday when Topper, (our youngest) wanted to be
at the top of the tower. Topper tried poking Taylor
with his paw and staring at him, to no avail. Taylor
would not budge! Finally, Taylor put his head back
and let out a huge hiss, his mouth wide open, showing
his few teeth and Topper backed down. Topper is a
typical little brother, pesky. Taylor is very patient
with him though, and they are now friends.

We are convinced Taylor and Phoebe, (one of our
females, who is Taylor’s age) have a mutual crush on
each other. I brought Phoebe into Caitlin’s room last
night. Taylor saw her and promptly stuck his Dudley
Do-Right chin out and sat up straight and tall,
showing off his handsome self! Phoebe is a sweet,
beautiful tabby girl and Taylor has noticed! Taylor is
quite the ham and loves to have his photo taken! He
actually poses.”
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   Mia, enjoys windows and freplaces!     Destiny has settled in & right at home

Did someone say make yourself at home?        Elmer rules his foster home

   Formerly a long term foster, our Pepper is     
            now offcially adopted!

“Just a quick note to update you on Charlotte. She has 
been with us for about 10 days now and is settling in 
nicely. She has the run of the house and has met many 
different people who visited us. She is friendly and playful, 
and has been eating well. I would like to thank you for the 
amicable and expeditious way you and PAWS have handled
our application. The “goodie” bag Charlotte came home 
with was also very much appreciated!”
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Frick and Frack Turn 2

“Tomorrow, Frick and Frack will turn two years old.  We have decided on Carvel Ice Cream 
Cake! These two little guys have come SO far in one year! Now, both Frick and Frack use the 
toilet exclusively, and we live in a litterbox-free home! Their personalities are bigger than life, for
sure!  They are truly two peas in a pod, and I am so very grateful to PAWS for ensuring their 
dual-adoption! 

They are two cuddle bugs, who have adapted to my very regimented schedule--while, at the 
same time--made it clear that this is their house, and they just allow me to stay here! When 
bedtime rolls around, they follow me up the stairs; Frack sleeps on my left, and Frick on my 
right. Frick is the most vain feline I have ever known! He spends literally hours daily looking at 
himself in the mirror while sitting on the vanity in the Master Bath. 

One day he was sitting outside of the sliding glass doors of my over-sized walk-in shower, and 
was meowing incessantly, so I opened the door to see what he would do. Astonishingly, he got 
in the shower! Now, he insists on showering daily and having a blow-out with the dryer. If I 
don't let him in, he meows until I open the sliding shower door. He has added about 35 minutes 
to my morning routine!

Both boys eat dinner with me, sitting on and sharing the stool across from me at my breakfast 
bar. They insist on eating some of whatever I am having. I am trained to serve them frst, and 
then eat my portion. To me, Frick and Frack are the epitome of the rescue cat success story. 
They have just made so much progress in so little time. 

They provide unconditional love, endless entertainment, and most of all, truly demonstrate the 
brotherly love to allow me to be gone for the work day and entertain one another in my 
absence. I really have Cecile at PAH to thank for their companionship. She was, indeed, the 
matchmaker in this deal, and I am forever grateful and indebted to her. I have always said 'a cat 
makes a house a home.' Now I say, 'two cats make a home a castle'.”

(Great matchmaking job Cissy! Not a bad ending for two semi-feral kittens :-)

Thank You to ALL our volunteers for giving your time to help Paws cats!
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